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Abstract: In this paper a stereo vision-based algorithm for

proposed solutions are generally decomposed to two set
of local and global techniques. By global technique we
mean that a complete model of environment is available.
These techniques are suitable in some pre-determined
motion of the robot in a structured environment, and if
the whole model of environment is not available, their
usage is limited. Unlike global techniques, local
techniques do not require access to any information of
circumference from the past and robot should decide
strategies from information getting from its sensors at the
moment. In order to use different sensors information and
to construct a map of the environment, different types of
algorithms are proposed. When we use vision sensors like
stereo camera also different types of algorithms are
proposed for depth and disparity image computation [2].
For environmental map construction, there are various
ideas proposed by researchers. Some of researches
reconstruct complete 3D model of environment [3,4],
whereas some others just use feature points to receive
circumference perception [5,6]. used V-disparity
technique are used by [7,8] to differentiate between
obstacles and terrain, while in [9] this purpose is achieved
by teaching circumference to robot, or fitting a plane to
terrain points using RANSAC algorithm [10]. In [11]
digital elevation map is constructed based on percentage
of traversing points of environment. In order to determine
the optimal path fuzzy techniques has been used in
[12,l3] , whereas some other types of path planning
algorithms such as A*, D* and potential field is proposed
in the literature [14]. Finally, in order to control the
mobile robots motion on identified path, robot pose
estimation is usually needed that it can be computed by
visual odometry techniques [15] or by using existent
hardware such as wheel encoders, GPS, and IMU.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm for visual
navigation of mobile robots in unknown outdoor
environments based on stereo vision and visual odometry.
In the proposed technique, we don't access to information
of environment from the past. So, we should construct

mobile robots navigation and exploration in unknown outdoor
environments is proposed. The algorithm is solely based on
stereo images and implemented on a nonholonomic mobile
robot. The first step for exploration in unknown environments is
construction of the map of circumference in real-time. By
getting disparity image from rectified stereo images and
translating its data to 3D-space, point cloud model of
environments is constructed. Then by projecting points to XZ
plane and put local maps together based on visual odometry,
global map of environment is constructed in real-time. A *
algorithm is used for investigating optimal path and nonlinear
back-stepping controller guides the robot to follow the
identified path. Finally, the mobile robot explores for a desired
object in an unknown environment through these steps.
Experimental results verifY the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm in real-time implementations.
Keywords: Mobile robot, stereo vision, navigation,
exploration, unknown outdoor environments.

1.

Introduction

Today robots are used in various environments for
different applications, from industrial fields, manu
facturing facilities to autonomous exploration of remote
planets. Mobile robots have achieved great interest
among scientific, industrial and military practitioners.
The first step for autonomous mobile robot navigation is
to find a suitable and safe path without colliding to
obstacles. For this reason, different types of sensors have
being used and in the last decades, visual navigation is
gaining the researchers attention, since vision strategies
are more simply implementable and provide a perception
of environment in a single shot [1]. One of the important
purpose in mobile robots research is exploration of
unknown environments for map construction and
particularly object detection, such as vital remarks,
warning remarks etc, in an unknown environment. For
this reason, an optimal path is needed to control the robot
in the traversable areas without colliding with obstacles.
This problem is considered in various researches and the
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model of circumference in real-time. After that, path
planning and motion controller is used to guide the robot
traverse from safe and optimal points and check for
existence of desired object.
Stereo camera is the only sensing devices that we use
through the whole process. This quality leads us depend
only on vision information that is grabbed from
environment. So that, desired goal of the robot is defined
also based on vision features. This matter improves
navigation process from simple pass through start to goal
point to investigate desired object and exploration
process. On the other hand, as the navigation process
proposes in unknown outdoor environment we don't
access to information of around from the past and global
map of environment is updated dynamically by grabbing
information of around in real-time.
2.

information [ 16]. By accessing disparity image and
considering equation (l), point cloud model of around
can be computed.
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in which, [, b, d are focal length, base line and disparity
respectively and eu, ev present image center point. Fig. 3
shows an example of point cloud models. As indicated in
this figure, obstacles and around walls are identified
exclusively on the point cloud model.
Building complete 3D model of environment may not
be an effective way for online implementations, as we

System Overview

As shown in Fig. 1, hardware configuration that is
used for system implementation is the Melon mobile
robot that lies on tracked robots category. As indicated in
this figure the only sensing devices attached to the Melon
mobile robot is Bumblebee2 stereo camera from Point
Grey Research Inc. The visual navigation system
architecture proposed in this paper is presented in Fig. 2.
The information provided by stereo camera is fed to the
navigation module which first computes disparity image
from stereo rectified images. Then disparity image is used
to construct local maps. By putting local maps together
based on visual odometry, global map is constructed in a
real-time fashion. A* algorithm is used for finding
optimal path and motion controller guides the robot to
identified path by getting information about right and left
robot's wheel velocities. If the robot has reached to the
goal, it should be stopped, otherwise the algorithm is
repeated.

Fig. 2: The general architecture

Fig. 1: Melon Mobile Robot with Stereo Camera

3.1

3.

(I)

Map Construction

Local Map of Circumference

Depth images are computed from rectified stereo
images using semi-global matching and mutual
(a)
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Fig. 4 : Bucketing Mechanism [17]

Based on these features matching, the movement of
the robot is estimated by the trifocal tensor which relates
features between three images of the same static scene.
As it is shown in Fig.5, two trifocal tensor can be
determined, which each of them relates the previous
image pair to the current right frame or left frame by the
following equations.
(2)
TR = T(KR' KvRe,te,RR' tR, I:!.T)
(3)
1£ = T(KR,KvRe,te,Rvtvl:!.T)

(b)
Fig. 3: a - left frame of stereo camera, b- point cloud model

just need X and Z information of enviromnent. Moreover,
building elevation map of enviromnent based on height
and traverse criterion of points may not be implementable
for Melon mobile robot, since it can traverse from low
level hills in terrain. Thus, by projecting point cloud
model to XZ plane, local map is constructed and
environment is decomposed to traversable terrain and
obstacles areas.
Depth estimation accuracy of stereo camera decreases
incrementally by distance summation, therefore, we
should propose a technique to get these information of
environment in real-time. For this reason, we proposed
using position estimation of mobile robot in order to put
local maps together and construct the global map of
environment.
3.2
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Position Estimation

Estimation of the camera movement is an important
problem in robotics and advanced driver assistance
systems [ 17]. For such estimation and at each step, the
relative orientation of the current frame with respect to
the previous camera frame or a static reference frame is
needed. This task is often performed using wheel speed
sensors or inertial measurement units (IMUs) [ 18].
However, since camera systems are becoming cheaper,
and more compact, and moreover, their computational
power is ever increasing, the information given by images
of such cameras suffices for precise motion estimation.
This estimation is solely based on visual information
[ 19], and is called visual odometry in literature [20].
Visual odometry have several advantages compared to
that of other types of odometry techniques. First of all, it
is more accurate compared to that of wheel speed sensors,
especially in slippery terrains [2 1]. Other approaches that
use GPS sensors or IMUs to mitigate this effect, also
suffer from low accuracy and high costs.
In a first step, we extract and match corner-like image
features between two consecutive stereo image pairs. For
features detection, we can use different kinds of
algorithms like Harris [22], SIFT [23] or SURF [24]
descriptors, which are highly distinctive and thus allow
robust matching. The image is divided into non
overlapping rectangles, which every of them keep a
maximal number of feature points as shown in Fig. 4.

Q

Fig. 5 : Geometric Relationship between two consecutive stereo image
pairs [17]

Thus, using the trifocal tensors, a non-linear mapping
of XR,k H XL,k into the current images via XR,k+l =
hR(TR,XR,k,XL,k) and XL,k+l = hL(1£,XR,k,XL,k) is
defined. Next, an iterated sigma point Kalman filter
(ISPKF) is used to cope with the nonlinearities in the
measurement equation. Outliers are detected by a random
sample consensus (RANSAC) based outlier rejection
scheme [25].
3.3

Global Mapping

Now, by accessing position of the camera in each
moment, we can put local maps together and construct
the global map. Thus, each point in local map can be
transformed to global map via Equation (4).
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y = y + ty
in which, tx,ty,tz denote movement of camera relative to
reference frame and e denotes changing rate of heading
angle of robot respect to the reference frame. All these
quantities are provided from visual odometry process.
Fig. 6 shows an example of global map of environment.
Solitary points and noise of model is removed to increase
precision.
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merge the errors to zero. Thus, error equation is defined
as:
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Moreover, error derivative equation is defined as
Equation (7). Fig. 8 shows position of the mobile robot
with respect to the reference pose and error posture.
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Fig. 6 : Global Map of Environment

4.1

4.

Mobile Robot Navigation

Yew - V + vr
- XeW + Vr Sill
Wr - W

(7)

Path Planning

After accessing the information of environment and
building its map, we should find an optimal path for
guiding the mobile robot toward its goal. For this
purpose, A* algorithm is used which is developed to find
an optimal path between any start and goal points [26].
Since the mobile robot shall not collide with obstacles
approaching them, a distance transform algorithm is also
included to keep specific distance from obstacles when
the path is generated via A* algorithm. Its theory is based
on distance from black color when it performs on grey
scale images. In fact, whatever pixels nearer to black
pixels their color is nearer to black. Therefore, by such
technique a specific distance from obstacles is kept as it
is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8 : Error Posture

Finally, linear and angular velocities are selected via
back-stepping control law [27,28].
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Equation (9) transforms linear and angular velocities to
right and left wheel's velocities which are suitable to
apply to the mobile robot.

Fig. 7: Distance Transform Performance
4.2

=

Motion Control

Path following is achieved by non-linear back-stepping
controller which commands a forward speed and a turn
speed to the robot. Melon mobile robot is a non
holonomic system, since it should control two
controllable output, right and left wheel's velocities,
whereas position of the robot in the plane has three
degrees of freedom, x, y and orientation of the robot (8).
Relations on mobile robots motion are define following:
x = v os
y = v sin
(5)
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Moreover, B-Spline algorithm is proposed to the path
to achieve better performance.
4.3

Object Detection

Exploration terminates by object detection process,
and for this step, template matching technique is used.
Our desired object has been presented to the mobile robot
by only a sample image. The mobile robot will explore
the desired object by its corresponding hue histogram
with respect to other frames. Finally, by detecting object

c ee

In which, v, w are linear and angular velocities,
respectively. Since the objective is to follow the reference
path, we should find linear and angular velocities that
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Fig. 9: Melon Mobile Robot Visual Navigation

on right and left frames location of the object is
determined. Object detection techniques usually increase
computational loading of the project and aren't sufficient
for real-time algorithms while our technique is simple but
effective approach for detecting objects in real-time.
5.

Then, disparity map is used to build local map of 5
meters around the robot, as indicated in Fig. ll.In this
figure, the optimal path is colored with blue that is
generated by implementing A* algorithm, and distance
transform algorithm, while green points indicate visual
odometry results that show estimation of mobile robot's
position in visual navigation process.

Experimental Results

The navigation algorithm has been implemented and
tested on Melon mobile robot which is equipped with a
stereo camera as shown in Fig. 1. The algorithm has been
implemented using a c++ program and OpenCV [29] and
PCL [30] library. The mobile platform is exploring in an
unknown outdoor environment and is continuously
looking for a desired object. Therefore, stereo camera
continuously grabs images from environment and
disparity image is produced. Global map is constructed
by putting local maps together based on visual odometry.
Then, commanded wheels velocities are transmitted to
mobile robot based on path planning and nonlinear
motion controller. Meanwhile, the robot should check, if
the desired object exists and reports it to the user. Fig. 9
shows how Melon mobile robot navigates in unknown
outdoor environment. As indicated in this figure, the
Melon robot traversed from safe and optimal areas
without colliding with obstacles. At each moment, the
robot grabs frames from stereo camera and processes
them to construct
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Fig. II: A- Left Frame, 8- Local Map with Path Planning and
Visual Odometry Results

Visual odometry results approve that the mobile robot
has well tracked the desired commanded path. Note that
although shadows covered some areas of environment
and half of the image becomes darker than the other half,
as indicated in Fig. II-A, the navigation algorithm
perfonns robust and proper performance at this condition.
Moreover, as the robot moves forward global map of
environment is being constructed through putting local
maps together and using estimated robot's pose (Fig. I D
C). At each step, the current pose of the robot is put
together as start point of the motion, and frontier of
visible and un-visible areas is set as final point of path
planning algorithm, which is iteratively executed in an
online manner. Finally, the robot is continuously looking
forward to find the desired red ball as its final navigation
goal (Fig. 12). As it is seen in this figure, the robot has
terminated his navigation plan properly by finding its
visual goal.

Fig. 10 : A- Left Image, B- Disparity Image, C- Global Map
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Fig. 12 : A- Right Frame of Stereo Image, B- Probability of Object
Existence, C- Desired Object Detection
6.

Conclusions

A stereo camera based navigation system is developed
for unknown outdoor environments. The stereo camera is
the only sensor and thus used for position estimation and
environment modelling. The main idea is based on
projecting of 3D points to XZ plane and constructing
global map of environment via local maps and position
estimation by visual odometry technique. Path planning
and motion controller schemes are proposed to guide the
mobile robot on an optimal path without colliding with
obstacles. Meanwhile, the robot is continuously looking
for a desired object whose image is given a priori to
robot. Experimental results verify that this algorithm can
suitably guide mobile robot in a real time fashion and in
an unstructured outdoor environment to navigate toward
traversable areas without colliding with obstacles.
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